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1.0 Introduction  
 

1.1 Tirlun Barr Associates were appointed in July 2018, by St. Davids Leisure Ltd. to undertake and 

update design preparation work, and a subsequent Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

(LVIA) in connection with the replacement of an area for touring caravans and tents with static 

caravans at St Davids Holiday Park, Red Wharf Bay Anglesey north Wales.   

 

1.2 The assessment was undertaken by Mrs. Julie Barr BA, Dip LA CMLI, a Chartered Landscape Architect 

with over 27 years’ experience and Principal of Tirlun Barr Associates 

 

1.3  Mrs. Barr holds Part I-IV of the Landscape Institute Professional Examinations and has practiced 

primarily in Wales and the North West of England for over 27 years and has detailed knowledge 

of the area and site context. 

 

1.4 The proposed development comprises a Detailed Application for the proposed use of part of the 

existing touring park area of the St Davids Holiday Park, for the siting of 30 static holiday caravans 

and for the construction of 5no.lodge bases, internal site access roads and car parking spaces 

together with associated landscaping and wider mitigation works, at The St David’s Holiday Park 

in Red Wharf Bay (refer to Figure 7 of the appendices) 

 

1.5 A detailed layout of the Proposed Holiday Park Application site has been prepared by Tirlunbarr 

Associates (in conjunction with the owners of the Park and Project Ecology Team) is contained 

within the appendices. (Refer to Figures 2a - Proposed Site Layout and 2b - Cross sections) 

enabling design mitigation measures to be included as part of the integral design process. 

 

1.6 The assessment of the landscape and visual impact of the proposed development has involved 

desk and field analysis of the existing site, and familiarisation of the proposed development 

characteristics and content, together with a study of the baseline landscape; its’ context, features, 

and the character of the area in which the development is proposed which includes the Anglesey 

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)   

 

1.7 This report assesses any likely landscape and visual impact that the changed development may 

have upon the surrounding landscape, including any nearby settlements, employment areas, 

public footpaths and upon both nearby and distant identified receptors with particular reference 

to sensitive and major viewpoints, any protected or recognised landscapes, Landscapes Parks and 

Gardens of Historic Interest in Wales,  properties, transport corridors, and areas which are publicly 

accessible such as public rights of way and areas of open space. 

 

1.8 A description of the site and surrounding area and baseline conditions is included within Sections 

3 & 5, whilst the study methodology is described within Section 4 of the report. 

 

1.9 An assessment of the predicted landscape and visual impact of the proposed development is 

included within Sections 6 & 7, and the conclusions of the Assessment are contained within 

Section 8, whilst an Ecological Assessment is provided separately. 

 

1.10 Report figures are contained within the Appendices at the rear of this document. 
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2.0     Purpose and scope of the report   
 

2.1  A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment of the proposed development was originally 

undertaken in early 2016 (with associated seasonal leafless conditions) and then undertaken 

again in summer 2018  following an understanding of the latest overall scheme proposals and 

proposed site layout, as well as familiarisation of the contemporary site context.   

  

2.2 The reporting has involved both desk top and field analysis at a time of clear visibility therefore 

purposely demonstrating and reporting optimal visibility which is reflected within the 

accompanying Figures. 

 

2.3  Landscape Design Input was also provided during the initial site design stages to avoid adverse 

impact wherever possible and to provide integral landscape design mitigation described later, and 

independently reviewed by a Chartered Landscape Architect.   

 

2.4 Existing vegetation, structures and features have been plotted from desktop analysis, Ordnance 

Survey datum provided under licence, historical data and site observation; as well as aerial 

photography where access was unavailable and is based upon site specific Topographical Survey 

data supplied by the Client. 

 

2.5 The proposed development is a Detailed Planning Application for 35no. Static holiday caravans 

(known as Lodges) at the Caravan Park replacing 45 existing touring pitches and an unlimited 

number of tents on land located within the existing St Davids Leisure Park at Red Wharf Bay. 

  
2.6 The site area proposed has a Certificate of Lawful use for 45 touring Caravans and motorhomes 

as well as an unlimited number of seasonal tents, with most of the touring caravans being in 

position for the full permitted period throughout the summer as seasonal pitches. 

 

2.7 The overall development proposals also include other landscape related works including: 

 

• the creation of minor earthworks to the existing field  

• parking for caravan users 

• a length of new internal access road  

• ornamental internal landscaping,  

• native planting and earth mounding  

• tree and hedgerow planting  

• the provision of a new Geo Tourism route  

• areas of soft landscape and mounding top existing parking areas for screening and 

landscape integration 

• Habitat improvements for the existing Red Squirrel woodland 

• Management proposals for the retention and longevity of existing native woodland 

 

2.8 Extensive soft landscaping will be undertaken using native species already present to define the 

outer perimeter and frontage with the Bay, and to assist in containing the site within native soft 

landscaping for screening and integration purposes, as well as targeting biodiversity benefit. 

 

2.9 As part of the proposals the existing headland area will remain development free and will be 

managed to promote the development of native calcareous grassland for wider AONB biodiversity 

and Special AONB Quality benefits through proactive habitat management proposals detailed 

separately.  

 

2.10 Details of the wider scheme content are indicated within Figure 7 within the report appendices.
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2.11 The report methodology is based upon the latest standard guidelines advocated by the Landscape 

Institute and Institute of Environmental Assessment – Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment (Third Edition published in 2013) and reflects the site location within the Anglesey 

AONB. 

 

2.12 The study area extent incorporates the extent agreed for an assessment of previous development 

proposals on the site and encompasses the predicted sphere of influence subsequently 

determined on site*(note 1), which extends northwards to include Moelfre some 4.8km to the north-

north west and Bwrdd Arthur over 4.4km to the east. 

 

2.13 Views from these distances extend well beyond the normally recommended 1km, and as a result 

visibility is subject to clear atmospheric conditions including temperature and prevailing weather. 

 

2.14 The assessment considers the likely landscape and visual impact of a proposed development upon 

the surrounding area, and predicts its potential impact from major viewpoints, publicly accessible 

areas, including any areas of public open space and public rights of way, Sensitive or Protected 

Landscapes (including the AONB), areas of open countryside or common land designated and 

identified under the CROW Act for example and identifies both Visual (receptor) and Landscape 

Character impact separately. 

 

2.15 The details of the proposed development are indicated on Tirlunbarr Associates Proposed Site 

Layout which is reproduced as Figure 2 of the appendices.   

   

 *Note 1 Agreed with NRW (Natural Resources Wales, formerly the Countryside Council for Wales and the 

Environment Agency) and Anglesey Council Landscape Officer 2013 
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3.0     The proposed development 

3.1 The proposal is for 35no.  static holiday  Caravans within the existing St Davids Holiday  Park which 

will utilise existing services, central access roadways, and on site leisure facilities without the need 

for additional provision, as well as the demolition of the existing Touring Site Toilet and Laundry 

block building and removal of  the existing hardstanding car park. 

 

 3.2 The proposed development includes a new length of internal access road, new areas of soft 

landscape fronting the coastline and enclosing internal site areas; including the retention of the 

existing well established boundary trees fronting Castell Mawr (Castle Rock) and a series of 

additional Environmental Improvements including; 

 

• Woodland Management proposals for existing Red Squirrel Woodland 

• Coastal footpath screening improvements 

• Areas of new Native tree and Shrub Screen Planting including along the 

coastal footpath routes 

• A new Geo-tourism interpretation walk and information/interpretative 

board provision for the adjoining Traeth Dwylban SSSI and Geological 

feature Castle Rock 

• Screening and scrub provision to existing car parking and Boat Storage 

areas 

 

 
 

Plate 1-The site is highlighted above, in an aerial image taken from Google Maps © 

 

3.3 The assessment has been based upon the following built content. 

 

• The removal of 45no. permitted Touring Caravan pitches and an unlimited number of Camping 

Pitches currently licensed for occupation between 1st March -30th September and replacement 

with 35no static single caravan pitches  with licensed occupation between 1st March – 4thJanuary 
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• Removal of the existing Shower and Laundry Block building 

• Removal of an existing Car Park hardstanding 

 

3.4 Details of the overall proposed development are indicated on Figure 7 Project Mitigation 

Proposals and Figure 2 Proposed Site Layout reproduced within the Appendices.  

 

3.5 The proposal seeks to replace the area of touring pitches with static caravans of the following 

anticipated unit sizes: 

 

• 4no 40’ x 22’ unit   (12.192 x 6.7m) 

• 12no. 40 x 13’ units (12.192 x 3.96m) 

• 19no. 40 x 12.5’ units (12.192 x 3.81m) 

 

3.6 The assessment has taken into account mitigation measures included within the design as follows: 

• Retention of existing native trees and shrubs and periphery vegetation parallel with the coastline  

• Retention of existing woodland and its management for habitat and biodiversity gain 

• Locally reduced site levels to aid screening and landscape integration 

• Additional Tree and Shrub Planting within the proposed site development extent 

• Additional planting proposals along the boundary with the Wales Coastal Path  

• A soft organic layout respecting the grain  and topography of the existing landscape  

• Inclusion of dark tarmac surfacing and parking areas 

• Low level pedestrian lighting only 

 

3.7 It is understood that there will be no requirement for additional sewage treatment or overhead 

utility provision for the proposed development which can be accommodated within the existing 

site infrastructure.  
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4.0     4.0     4.0     4.0     Landscape and Landscape and Landscape and Landscape and Visual AssessmentVisual AssessmentVisual AssessmentVisual Assessment    Methodology Methodology Methodology Methodology  

Good Practice Guidance and data 

 

4.1 The assessment process has been based on the current latest published Guidelines for Landscape 

and Visual Assessment (GVLIA3) Third Edition published by the Landscape Institute /Institute of 

Environmental Management and Assessment in 2013 and subsequent Statements of Clarification.   

 

4.2 The assessment has drawn upon information provided within the local development plans that 

cover the study area and the Natural Resources Wales LANDMAP Landscape Character 

Assessment for the study area. 

 

4.3 The aim of the assessment is to identify and predict the key landscape and visual effects that the 

scheme may, or may not have on the surrounding landscape and visual receptors in the area.   

 

4.4 An assessment of the existing baseline condition provides a benchmark against which potential 

landscape and visual impacts can be assessed;  it is generally accepted that the two criteria 

combine to determine the significance of the impact are the scale or magnitude of change (of the 

proposal) and the sensitivity of the location or the receptor.  

 

4.5 GLVIA3 recommends that for non-EIA development, an assessment of significance is not required 

and that the assessment should be proportionate to the scale of the project and the nature of its 

likely effects. The term ‘significant’ has been used within this assessment and in this context refers 

to Effects which are material to the determination of the application, and the term significant 

used in this assessment is not used in relation to the EIA regulations and its corresponding 

definition.  

 

Assessment Process 

4.6 The following specific tasks have been undertaken:  

• Review of NRW’s LANDMAP Assessment within the study area to identify landscape 

character and landscape designations. 

• Review of any other Landscape designations within the study area 

• Identification of the potential visual envelope for the  development site 

• Identification (followed by field assessment) of potential receptors within the visual 

envelope and photographic recording 

• Review of the likely visual characteristics of the proposed development to identify 

the aspects with potential create landscape and visual effects/change, together 

with a description of any measures that have been incorporated into the design to 

mitigate these effects/change.  

• Description of the proposal 

• Viewpoint analysis to predict the  likely changes to views as a result of the proposed 

development from a selection of viewpoints that represent the main visual 

receptors in the study area 
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Landscape Assessment methodology 

4.7 Landscape assessment is an assessment of the potential effects of a proposed development upon 

Landscape fabric, landscape character and landscape designations within the study area.  

 

4.8 Landscape quality is assessed by considering a combination of planning policies, landscape 

designations and other subjective judgements that consider how attractive or distinctive a 

landscape is.  Landscape quality for the proposed development was assessed with reference to 

the GLVIA and using experienced professional judgement, as shown below:- 

Landscape Quality 

Table 4.1 Assessment of Landscape Quality 

Category Criteria Typical Example 

Exceptional • Strong landscape structure, 

characteristic patterns, balanced 

combination of landform and 

landcover; 

• Appropriate management for land 

use and landcover; 

• Distinct features worthy of 

conservation; 

• Sense of place; 

• Distinctive landscape / no 

detracting features 

Includes the most aesthetically attractive 

landscapes.  Areas of particular natural beauty 

perceived as special in an international or 

national context which have been 

internationally or nationally designated, such 

as National Parks, AONB, World Heritage Sites, 

SAC’s etc. 

High • Strong landscape structure, 

characteristic patterns and balanced 

combination of landform and 

landcover; 

• Appropriate management for land 

use and landcover but potentially 

scope to improve; 

• Distinct features worthy of  

conservation; 

• Sense of place; 

• Occasional detracting features 

Diverse, semi-natural or farmed landscape with 

natural features.  Normally abundant woodland 

cover together with a high distribution of trees, 

hedgerows and shrubs, streams, brooks may be 

present.  National and regional designations may 

apply, including parts of a National Scenic Area, 

Conservation Areas or Listed status; Registered 

Historic Gardens and Designed Landscapes; 

Special Landscape Area; 

Good • Recognisable landscape structure, 

characteristic patterns and  

combinations of landform and 

landcover are still evident; 

• Scope to improve management for 

land use and landcover; 

• Some features worthy of 

conservation; 

• Sense of place; 

• Some detracting features  

Countryside with some variety in farmland 

cover.  Settlements and villages with pockets 

of open space and public recreation areas.  

There is a reasonable distribution of semi-

natural vegetation, trees and shrub cover.    

Regional and local recognition, such as 

localised areas within a National Park, AONB 

or AGLV. Area of Local Landscape Importance 

Regional Parks, Village Greens, Conservation 

Areas. 

Ordinary  • Distinguishable landscape 

structure, characteristic patterns of 

landform and land cover, often 

masked by land use; 

• Fractured urban grain with 

patterns of use difficult to 

distinguish; 

• Scope to improve management of 

vegetation; 

• Some features worthy of 

conservation; 

• Some detracting features  

Locally recognised landscape without specific 

designation.   

Typical open agricultural land where attractive 

features are offset by detractors.  Some 

strategic planning is evident but development 

is primarily functional including housing 

estates, business parks or urban fringe land 

uses.  Not particularly aesthetically attractive, 

but with more value than a poor quality 

landscape.  Land may be within a Green Belt 

or have a local landscape designation. 

Poor • Weak landscape structure,  

Contd… 

Includes detractors such as power lines,      

industrial derelict or inappropriate built forms   

Contd….. 
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4.9 Landscapes may also have a particular quality or value for various other reasons; there may be 

historical or cultural associations attached to the landscape or it may be particularly valued by 

society at a local level, and the value is represented within the overall landscape character 

assessment. 

 

Landscape Sensitivity 

4.10 Landscape sensitivity is “The degree to which a particular landscape type or area can 

accommodate change arising from a particular development, without detrimental effects upon 

its character”, this will vary with regard to: 

 

• Existing land use – is it similar to that proposed or strikingly different for example? 

• The pattern and scale of the landscape –does it compliment or detract from this? 

• Visual enclosure/openness of views and distribution of visual receptors 

• The scope for mitigation, in character with the existing landscape or not? 

• The value placed on the landscape  

 

4.11 For example a landscape of very high sensitivity will have a low ability to accommodate a high 

level of change.  The criteria used for determining landscape sensitivity is assessed using 

professional judgement, and using the criteria listed overleaf: 

 

 
Table 4.2 Determination of Landscape Sensitivity 

Sensitivity Criteria 

Very High A very highly-valued landscape of exceptional scenic quality, unable to tolerate change. 

Change of the landscape type would inevitably result in significant adverse or beneficial 

effects on landscape character/features/elements 

 

High A high-valued landscape of high scenic quality susceptible to change.  Change of the 

landscape type would probably result in some significant adverse or beneficial effects on 

landscape character/features/elements                                                                 Contd…. 

 

• characteristic patterns of landform  

and land cover are often masked by 

land use; 

• Mixed land use evident; 

• Lack of management and 

intervention has resulted in 

degradation; 

• Frequent detracting features 

 

with no aesthetic value or evidence of strategic 

planning.  There is lack of mature vegetation 

cover and no landscape designations apply.  

Intensively farmed landscape, which has lost 

most of its features. A landscape without note or 

one singled out as being degraded or requiring 

improvement. 

Very Poor • Degraded landscape structure, 

characteristic patterns and/or urban 

grain missing; 

• Mixed land use or dereliction 

dominates; 

• Lack of management/ intervention 

has resulted in degradation; 

• Extensive detracting features. 

 

A Landscape likely to be needing intervention or 

regeneration. 
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Contd…. 

Medium 

A medium-valued landscape of medium scenic quality, reasonably tolerant of change.  

Change of the landscape type could be accommodated with some adverse or beneficial  

effects on landscape character/features/elements 

 

Low A low-valued landscape of low scenic quality, which is tolerant of change.  Change of the 

landscape type could be accommodated with little or no adverse or beneficial  effects, or 

would result in beneficial effects on landscape character/features/elements 

 

 

Magnitude of Change 

4.12 The GLVIA notes that “effects on landscape receptors should be assessed in terms of its size or 

scale, the geographical extent of the area influenced, and its duration and reversibility. 

 

4.13 The size or scale of change in the landscape as a result of each effect is assessed and described. 

The geographical extent of the effect is considered in relation to the immediate setting, landscape 

character and on a larger scale. The duration of an effect is judged as short, medium and long-

term, while the reversibility of the landscape effects refers to the ability of the proposed 

development to be reversed.  

 

4.14 The magnitude / degree of change resulting from the construction and/or the operation of a 

particular development is described as high, medium, low or negligible, as follows: 

 

Table 4.3 Magnitude of change 

Change Criteria 

High Very noticeable indirect change in landscape characteristics over an extensive area, or 

direct change to landscape components/character over a less extensive area. 

Medium Noticeable indirect change in landscape characteristics over less extensive area, or direct 

change to landscape components/character over a localised area; 

Low Perceptible indirect change in landscape characteristics over a localised area, or direct 

change to landscape components/character over a very localised area; 

Negligible Virtually imperceptible or no indirect change in landscape characteristics over a very 

localised area, or virtually imperceptible, or no, direct change to landscape 

components/character. 

 

4.15 The visibility of a development in the landscape will normally vary with changeable weather and 

atmospheric conditions. Assessments have been carried out, as is best practice, by assuming the 

'worst case' scenario, i.e. on a clear, bright day with optimum visibility.   

 

4.16 The assessment was undertaken during the summer period when deciduous vegetation was in 

leaf and optimum atmospheric visibility was experienced, and due account of this was taken 

within the reporting.   

 

4.17 Photographs illustrating the landscape character of the site and its context can be found within 

Figure 3 of the Appendices to this report. 

 

Assessment of Effects 

4.18 This combines the sensitivity of the landscape and the magnitude of change, it also considers 

direct effects upon landscape elements, features and characteristics.  The capacity of a landscape 

to accommodate change can be either adverse or beneficial, however generally the lower the 
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sensitivity of a landscape the greater it’s capacity for change.   

 

Changes to the landscape affected by a proposed development can be categorised as follows:-   
 

Table 4.4 Significance criteria for assessing the capacity of the landscape to  

accommodate change 

Level of Change  Degree of Change 

Neutral No change to key landscape characteristics, features or elements that contribute to the landscape 

character of the area  

Negligible adverse  

(or beneficial) 

Very minor (virtually imperceptible) deterioration / improvement in the existing landscape, to one or 

more key landscape characteristics, features or elements that contribute to the landscape character 

of the area  

Slight adverse  

(or beneficial) 

Minor (perceptible) deterioration / improvement in the existing landscape, to one or more key 

landscape characteristics, features or elements that contribute to the landscape character of the 

area  

Moderate adverse 

(or beneficial) 

Noticeable or reversible deterioration / improvement in the existing landscape, to key landscape 

characteristics, features or elements that contribute to the landscape character of the area  

Substantial adverse  

(or beneficial) 

Very noticeable (major) or irreversible deterioration / improvement in the existing landscape, to key 

landscape characteristics, features or elements that contribute to the landscape character of the 

area  

 

4.19 Effects are considered with any identified mitigation measures in place, such as those associated 

with site design (and adverse impact, reduction or avoidance measures for example), master 

planning and associated subsequent post construction soft landscaping, resulting in a statement 

of the predicted effects. 

 

Visual Assessment methodology 

4.20 The visual assessment was undertaken in accordance with guidance set out in GLVIA3 and 

accordingly, is an assessment of the potential effects of the proposed development on the visual 

amenity of receptors in the visual study area.  

 

4.21 GVLIA3 advises that a key skill “is with assessing how the surroundings of individuals or groups of 

people may be specifically affected by changes in the context and character of views as a result of 

the change or loss of existing elements of the landscape and/or introduction of new elements.” 

 

4.22 Visual effects are identified for different visual receptors (people).   Visual receptors include 

people in their homes, at work, undertaking recreational activities or when travelling through the 

area i.e. using roads, railways, footpaths etc., where they would be likely to experience a change 

in existing view as a result of the construction and operation of the proposed development. 

 

4.23 Visual effects may include a change to an existing static view, sequential views, or wider visual 

amenity as a result of development or the loss of particular landscape elements or features 

already present in the view. 

 

4.24 Likewise Cumulative visual effects may result when receptors gain views of similar types of 

development, which combine to have a cumulative visual effect.  

 

4.25 Criteria and professional judgement applied in the assessment of visual impact is considered as 

follows overleaf:- 
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• Distance – The greater the distance, the less detail is perceivable and the more difficult it is to 

distinguish the site from its background, diminishing potential impact.  

• Elevation – When a viewpoint is lower than the site feature, it is more likely to be viewed against 

the sky or above the skyline, thereby increasing its impact.  When the viewpoint is higher than 

the site, it is viewed against a backdrop, likewise diminishing or reducing impact. 

• Size/scale – The greater the proportion of the view occupied by the features and activities, the 

greater the impact.  Colour and form can increase or diminish impact, by drawing the eye or by 

providing camouflage. 

• Context – The degree to which the development is in character with the context, whether urban 

or rural; features in the view such as landform or vegetation which frame, mask, filter, highlight, 

etc., the view and appreciation of the site. 

• Weather Conditions – Clarity of the air and the angle and direction of the sun at different times 

of year affect visibility.  Upland areas are more prone to misty, cloudy and rainy conditions, 

reducing visibility.  Haze is frequently present, especially in views towards a coastline even in fine 

weather conditions and May and September are often considered the months of clearest visibility 

due to ambient temperature. 

• Activity – Movement of vehicles and light reflection changing with movement, and draw the eye 

or focus attention thereby increasing impact.  Static, neutral-coloured or recessive colouring and 

sympathetic form can assist in diminishing adverse impact. 

• Change – The degree of change in the view and the rapidity of the process of change affect the 

degree of impact. 

 

4.26 As part of the visual assessment views from nearby key receptors were visited and photographs 

taken, including from the Wales Coastal Path and tourist destinations. Views from those potential 

viewpoints with limited visibility of the proposed development were also considered. 

 

4.27 The visual assessment involves an initial desk-based review of OS Mapping in order to establish a 

bare earth predicted Zone of Theoretical Visibility, (ZTV) to establish the wider context and 

potential visual envelope and this is then followed by site survey as a validation.   

The evaluation involves:  

 

• Analysis of the sensitivity of the viewpoint receptors to the anticipated change in their 

view;  

• Identification of the anticipated magnitude of change in existing views at identified 

locations   

 

Receptor Sensitivity 

4.28 The sensitivity of visual receptors was considered as part of the assessment process; for example 

the inhabitants of residential dwellings are considered more sensitive to change than occupiers 

of a factory unit, or commuter views are less sensitive than tourist views.  

 

4.29 The susceptibility of visual receptors to change in views and visual amenity depends on the activity 

or occupation of people. The value of the changed view to the receptor contributes to an 

understanding of sensitivity to change. Therefore, orientation, nature of use, scenic quality and 

receptors’ expectations of the changed view in respect of existing context are all considered as a 

part of an evaluation. The sensitivity of a receptor therefore depends upon the nature of the 

receptor and the value to that receptor - of the view being changed. 

 

4.30 The assessment of sensitivity is derived from guidance within the GLVIA and its updates, and 

professional experience as set out in the table overleaf:- 
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Table 4.5 Receptor Sensitivity 

Sensitivity Criteria of Receptor Sensitivity 

High • Residential properties with open uninterrupted views from windows, garden or curtilage. 

• Users of public rights of way with open views in sensitive or unspoilt areas. 

• Passive recreational users of recognised viewpoints or beauty spots. 

• Areas of Essential Setting of Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Listed Buildings or other 

nationally affected designated sites. 

Medium • Residential properties with oblique or interrupted views from windows, gardens or 

curtilages. 

• Cyclists, bridle path or other non motorised users of public rights of way with open 

uninterrupted views or public footpaths with interrupted views. 

• Users of outdoor recreational facilities or community facilities with open, uninterrupted 

views and where the view is important to or an element of the recreational activity. 

• Users of local road network with open uninterrupted views. 

Low • Users of main roads or passengers in public transport in main routes or users of local road 

network with interrupted views. 

• Users of outdoor recreational facilities with limited views. 

• People in their place of work (not home workers) e.g. industrial / farm buildings where 

the changes form part of a view 

Negligible • Receptor so distant is unaware of change to view. 

N/A • No View 

  

Magnitude of Change 

4.31 The Magnitude of Change considers the extent of the proposed development visible, the extent 

of the existing view that would be occupied by the proposed development, the influence of the 

proposed development within the view and the viewing distance from the receptor to the 

proposed development.  The duration of the visual effect and its potential for reversal is also 

considered. 

 

4.32 Magnitude of change was assessed using both site and desk based analysis and observations 

made in on site.  Magnitude of change is measured on the following scale, which has been based 

upon GLVIA3 methodology: 

 

Table 4.6 Magnitude of Change 

High magnitude where a proposed development would cause a very noticeable change in 

the existing view;  

i.e. a major change or obstruction of a view that may be directly visible, 

appearing as a dominant or prominent feature and/or appearing in the 

foreground 

Medium magnitude where a proposed development would cause a noticeable change in the 

existing view;  

i.e. a moderate change or partial view of a new element within the view 

that may be readily noticed, seen in front of the receptor directly or 

obliquely visible including glimpsed, partly screened or intermittent views, 

appearing as a noticeable feature in the middle ground 

Low magnitude where a proposed development would cause a perceptible change in the 

existing view;  

i.e. a low level of change, affecting a small part of the view that may be 

obliquely viewed or partly screened and or appearing in the background 

landscape – this may include views that change rapidly from fast-moving 

vehicles 

Negligible where a proposed development would cause a largely imperceptible change 

in the existing view.  

i.e. a small or intermittent change to the view that may be obliquely viewed 

and mostly screened and/or appearing in the distant background or viewed 

at high speed over short periods and capable of being missed by the casual 

observer. 
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Assessment of Effects 

4.33 The main criteria used to evaluate overall visual impact is predominantly the extent to which the 

proposed development would modify established views.  The assessment of effects is based on 

consideration of both receptor sensitivity and magnitude of change, combined with professional 

judgment.  

 

4.34 Visual Effect is categorised according to GLVIA methodology as follows: 

 

Table 4.7  Significance Criteria for Visual Effects 

Level of Change Degree of Change 

Substantial beneficial  

  

The scheme would cause a very noticable / significant improvement in existing views. 

The proposals would significantly improve a view from a highly sensitive receptor.   

Moderate beneficial  

 

The scheme would cause a noticeable improvement in existing views. 

The proposals would cause some improvement to a view from a sensitive receptor, 

or less improvement to a view from a more sensitive receptor.   

Slight beneficial  

 

The scheme would cause a perceptible / minor improvement in existing views. The 

proposals would cause limited improvement to a view from a receptor of medium 

sensitivity, but would still be a noticeable element within the view, or greater 

improvement to a view from a receptor of low sensitivity. 

Negligible beneficial The scheme would cause an insignificant improvement in the existing view. 

 

Neutral No change in the view 

 

Negligible adverse The scheme would cause an insignificant deterioration in the existing view. 

 

Slight adverse  The scheme would cause a perceptible / minor deterioration in existing views. The 

proposals would cause limited damage to a view from a receptor of medium 

sensitivity, but would still be a noticeable and discernible element within the view, or 

greater damage to a view from a receptor of low sensitivity. 

Moderate adverse  The scheme would cause a noticeable deterioration in existing views. 

The proposals would cause some damage to a view from a sensitive receptor, or 

more significant damage to a view from a more sensitive receptor, and would be an 

obvious element in the view. 

Substantial adverse  The scheme would cause a very noticable / significant deterioration in existing views. 

The proposals would cause major irreversible damage to a view from a highly 

sensitive or moderate receptor. 

 

Landscape and Visual Assessment Effect 

4.35 Landscape and Visual Effects are assessed collectively.  The level of Effect is determined by the 

combination of landscape and receptor sensitivity and magnitude of change, with emphasis upon 

professional judgement as advocated within GLVIA.  (Refer to table 4.8 below) 

 

Table 4.8  Evaluation of Landscape and Visual Effects 

Magnitude of Change Landscape and Receptor Sensitivity 

High                                                   Medium                                    Low 

High Substantial Substantial/ Moderate Moderate 

Medium Substantial/ Moderate Moderate Slight/Moderate 

Low Moderate Slight/Moderate Slight /Negligible 

Negligible Slight Slight /Negligible Negligible 

 

 

4.36 The resultant overall assessment rating is determined using professional judgement together with 
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the significance criteria in Tables 4.4 and 4.7, as summarised in Table 4.9 below, and also 

highlights aspects of the significance criteria that could potentially apply to the site proposals. 

 

Table 4.9  Significance Criteria for Landscape and Visual Effects 

Score Comment 

Substantial beneficial  

effect 

The proposed scheme would: 

• have the potential to fit very well within the landscape 

• provide added amenity value and enhance the landscape character 

• improve the quality of the landscape through the removal of damage caused by 

existing land uses. 

• provide major benefit to the existing views of receptors 

Moderate beneficial  

effect 

 

 

The proposals provide an opportunity to enhance the landscape because:  

• they fit very well with the scale, landform and pattern of the landscape  

• they will enable a sense of place and scale to be restored through well-designed 

planting and mitigation measures, that is, characteristic features are enhanced 

through the use of local materials and species used to fit the proposal into the 

landscape  

• they enable some sense of quality to be restored or enhanced through beneficial 

landscaping and sensitive design within the landscape  

• they further government objectives to regenerate degraded countryside. 

Slight beneficial  

effect 

The proposals:                                                                         

• fit well with the scale, landform and pattern of the landscape  

• incorporate measures for mitigation to ensure they will blend in well with the 

surrounding landscape.  

• will enable some sense of place and scale to be restored through well-designed 

planting and mitigation measures.  

• maintain or enhance existing landscape character in an area which is not a 

designated landscape, nor vulnerable to change.  

• avoid conflict with government policy towards protection of the countryside. 

Negligible beneficial effect The proposals are well designed to:  

• complement the scale, landform and pattern of the landscape.  

• incorporate measures for mitigation to ensure that the scheme will blend in well 

with surrounding landscape features and landscape elements  

• avoid being visually intrusive nor have an adverse effect on the current level of 

tranquility of the landscape, causing an insignificant improvement to an existing 

view 

• improve the existing landscape with a virtually imperceptible improvement  in the 

landscape character of the area 

• avoid conflict with government policy towards protection of the countryside. 

Neutral The proposals result in: 

• No change to the existing view   

• No change to key landscape characteristics, features or elements that contribute to 

the landscape character of the area 

Negligible adverse effect 

 

 

 

The proposals are well designed to:  

• complement the scale, landform and pattern of the landscape.    

• incorporate measures for mitigation to ensure that the scheme will blend in well 

with surrounding landscape features and landscape elements  

• avoid being visually intrusive nor have an adverse effect on the current level of 

tranquility of the landscape, causing an insignificant deterioration to an existing view 

• sit within the existing landscape with a virtually imperceptible degradation in the 

landscape character of the area 

• on the whole avoid conflict with government policy towards protection of the 

countryside. 

• cause a very minor (virtually imperceptible) deterioration in the existing landscape 

                                                                                                                            Contd……. 
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Slight adverse effect Contd……. 

The proposals:  

• do not quite fit the landform and scale of the landscape  

• although not very visually intrusive, will impact on certain views into and 

 across the area.  

• cannot be completely mitigated for because of the nature of the proposal itself or 

the character of the landscape in which it sits  

• affect an area of recognised landscape quality.  

• conflict with local authority policies for protecting the local character of the 

 countryside. 

Moderate adverse effect The proposals:  

• are out of scale with the landscape, or at odds with the local pattern and 

 landform.  

• are visually intrusive and will adversely impact on the receptor and landscape  

• are not possible to fully mitigate for, that is, mitigation will not prevent the scheme 

from scarring the landscape in the longer term as some features of interest will be 

partly destroyed or their setting reduced or removed.  

• will have an adverse impact on a landscape of recognised quality or on vulnerable 

and important characteristic features or elements.  

• are in conflict with local and national policies to protect open land and countryside  

 

Substantial adverse effect  

 

 

The proposals would result in exceptionally severe adverse impacts on the landscape and 

receptor because they:                                                                        

• are at complete variance with the landform, scale and pattern of the landscape.  

• are highly visible and extremely intrusive, destroying  valued views both into and 

across the area.  

• would irrevocably damage or degrade, badly diminish or even destroy the integrity 

of characteristic features and elements and their setting.  

• would cause a very high quality or highly vulnerable landscape to be irrevocably 

changed and its quality very considerably diminished.  

• could not be mitigated for, that is, there are no measures that would protect or 

replace the loss of a nationally important landscape.  

• cannot be reconciled with government policy for the protection of nationally 

recognised countryside   

• would cause a designated landscape of historic importance to be diminished. 
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5.0      Baseline Condition 

The existing site and landscape context. 

 
5.1 The St Davids Holiday Park comprises high a quality static caravan park situated in well-established 

well maintained mature landscape grounds, and compromising up to 200 static caravans,  the 

present touring area for seasonal touring caravans and tents, in addition to a reception building, 

bar and restaurant, Spa and swimming pool complex, car parking and boat storage area.      

 

5.2 The National Grid Reference of the Holiday Park is SH530818 and the nearest settlements are the 

small coastal hamlet of Red Wharf Bay located approximately 0.3km to the south, the town of 

Benllech 1.0km to the north, Moelfre some 4.8km to the north west and the village of Pentraeth 

located just over 3km to the south.   

 
5.3 The Holiday Park Application Site currently occupies the eastern part of St. Davids Holiday Park 

and comprises an area of Lawful Use for the siting of up to 45 touring caravans/motorhomes and 

an unlimited number of tents during the period of 14th March to 30th September. 

 

5.4 As well as  Benllech town, clusters of housing, static and touring caravan sites and large holiday 

parks development are evident along the coastline and study area, as well as linear areas of 

coastal woodland and coastal scrub vegetation.  

 
5.5 The wider area contains extensive areas of forestry some of which forms CROW Land, as well as 

Bwrdd Arthur Hill Fort to the eastern end of Red Wharf Bay and pockets of National Trust Land; 

whilst Moelfre to the North West is a former fishing village and Benllech closest to the site is a 

small town and busy holiday destination dominating the coastline.     

 
5.6 The study area is located within the Anglesey Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) which 

includes almost the entire 201km coastline of Anglesey with much of the islands economy relying 

heavily upon tourism.   

 

5.7 The existing holiday park is situated around 15-20m AOD on a low east facing coastal bluff, whilst 

beyond this the topography rises steeply to the west  from a wooded coastal slope and open 

grazing land above to a height of 78m AOD extending in a south westerly direction.  

 

5.8 The application site area of 0.7ha forms only part of the existing consented 1.8ha licensed holiday 

park extent which comprises a generally level large amenity grass area ranging between 6-7m 

AOD including a notable limestone raised promontory set above limestone sea cliffs formed as a 

result of historic quarrying activities, with the area remaining consistently popular for seasonal 

touring pitches due to the open frontage with the immediate coastline. 

 

5.9 The existing site boundaries vary between open boundaries to the east along the coast- to areas 

enclosed by existing mature woodland to the south (surrounding Castell Mawr), the body of the 

existing Caravan site to the west and areas of  native shrubs maintained to retain open views 

northwards over the boat and car park towards the coastline beyond. 

 

5.10 Beyond the site extent to the east is the open water of Red Wharf Bay which at low tide can 

extend to provide some 2km of open sand and low rocky sea cliffs, before rising towards castle 

Rock to the south and where less intensively managed areas provide valuable local coastal fringe 

habitats of calcareous grassland woodland and coastal scrub. 

 

5.11 As a busy tourist destination many other holiday home and caravan parks are located within the 

general area including Portllongdy Caravan Park immediately to the south of St David’s Holiday 

Park, and at Pentraeth and with large sites forming part of the village in Benllech centre extending 
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to Traeth Bychan. 

 

5.12 To the North and North West of the existing St Davids Holiday Park, the town of Benllech 1km 

distant is a busy holiday centre providing many local services and an active central hub for the 

area; it is linked to the south and the proposed site by the Coastal Path around the headland of 

Trwyn Dwlban and rocky shoreline or through the existing St Davids Holiday Park.  

 

5.13 To the south a small cluster of properties, beach parking and The Ship Public House (known 

collectively as Red Wharf Bay village) are located approximately 0.5km distant and are the nearest 

properties to the site, although due to their relative juxtaposition and the presence of Castell 

Mawr limestone outcrop between the two they are not inter-visible. 

 

5.14 The name Red Wharf Bay was allegedly derived after a battle in 1170 on the beaches of the bay 

between the Welsh and Viking invaders whereby the sand became red with blood; and although 

no longer evident, subsequent links to Viking occupation have been confirmed in the area. 

 

Topography  

 

5.15 The topography of the study area is complex with the area dominated by ridges of Carboniferous 

Limestone (including the distinctive Castell Mawr Limestone outcrop) which creates a stepped 

landscape with areas of glacial clay till in lower regions and with the Afon Nodwydd running into 

the Bay from Pentraeth in the west at its lowest point. 

 

5.16  To the east of the bay there is a broad platform of pre Cambrian metamorphic rocks with a glacial 

clay cover and an occasional Drumlin like landform and where a south eastern- eastern scarp face 

is evident and bedrock crags exist. 

 

Ecology 

 

5.17 Red Wharf Bay is famous for its extensive sands, inlets, and the coastline and bays which form 

part of the Liverpool Bay SPA (Special Protection Area), the Menai Strait and Colwyn Bay SPA 

(Special Area of Conservation) designated for nature conservation interest and value in particular 

regard to intertidal mudflats, sand flats and shallow bays, and for the extensive over wintering 

protected species of European ornithological interest.  

 

5.18 The Trwyn Dwlban SSSI (site of Special Scientific Interest and prominent Castell Mawr Limestone 

Outcrop landmark) is located immediately to the south of the existing Holiday Park within the 

park ownership and is a nationally important exposure of carboniferous limestone of ‘’exceptional 

significance’’ comprising over 17 ha of Limestone outcrop exposed to the coast. 

 

5.19 The eastern coast of Anglesey is sheltered in comparison with the windswept west, and as a result 

vegetation is generally more diverse, taller and well established and characteristically less wind 

pruned. 

 

5.20 Extensive areas of forestry exist including Mynydd Llwydiarth (Pentraeth Forest), and the study 

area has a diverse pattern of small fields of improved and semi improved grassland, Fenland and 

wet heath, with small pockets of woodland and scrub and coastal scrub. 

 

5.21 Species include Oak, Hazel, Ash, small relic areas of Scots Pine, coniferous commercial forestry 

plantations, Blackthorn, Hazel, Hawthorn and Western Gorse and the existing woodland areas 

flanking the coast adjacent to the existing static caravan park support populations of native Red 

Squirrel which is detailed within the Ecological reporting provided separately. 
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Communications and access 

 
5.22 The extensive shoreline of the coastline is well used by visitors throughout the year whilst minor 

lanes provide vehicle and pedestrian access to the shoreline and a link to the extensive area of 

sands accessible at low tide, including the Anglesey and Wales Long Distance Coastal Path and 

national Wales Costal Path which runs through the existing St David’s Holiday Park along its 

western boundary and through the park to Castell Mawr and Red Wharf Bay.  

  
5.23 Within the study area public access is diversely spread, centered along the coastline, minor roads 

and many public footpaths including the long distance Anglesey and Wales Coastal Path, and 

within pockets of Registered Common Land which are indicated within Figure 4.     

 

5.24 Extensive tracts of Red Wharf beach are accessible at low tide as the Bay has a distant low water 

mark extending in places to over 2km from the high water mark which are well used in summer 

months as an alternative coastal path route. 

 

5.25 Access to the proposed site is via minor sunken lanes joining the A5025 which links to the A55 

and Welsh mainland along the eastern coast, with Amlwch in the north east of Anglesey. 

 

5.26 There are areas of National Trust Land and CROW Land within the study area centred along the 

coastline and forest areas and which are indicated within Figure 5 of the appendices. 

 

Visual 

 

5.27 The existing and proposed St Davids Site is largely enclosed for the wider landscape by virtue of 

the existing study area natural topography which encloses the site to both the north and south, 

and by the existing woodland belt which follows the coastline.   

 

5.28 The majority of the St David’s Holiday Park is visually separated from Benllech and the coast 

northwards by the existing landform at circa 70.00m AOD and existing sea cliffs; only the existing 

touring park area being visible from the seafront in Benllech at circa +1km distant and the eastern 

tip of Moelfre (+4.8km distant) as the cliff and headland of Trwyn Dwlban provide a distinctive 

visual barrier.   

 

5.29 To the south the Geological SSSI of Castell Mawr (Castle Rock) at approximately 70m AOD forms 

another visual barrier by effectively curtailing views of the existing site from much of Red Wharf 

Bay including certain lengths of the Wales Coastal Path. 
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   Castell Mawr Limestone outcrop © Tirlunbarr Associates 

 

5.30 The wider landscape topography is dominated by the open expanse of Red Wharf Bay where the 

sea is flanked by wooded steep cliffs or lower lying areas of sand where small streams meet the 

sea, and historical settlement areas exist. 

 

5.31 Long views across the bay in all directions are available which due to distance, land use and detail 

is often obscured by prevailing atmospheric conditions, including sun orientation but where larger 

structures or built form are discernible. 

 

5.32 The landscape is generally static, although detractors such as Benllech village and its evident 

expanse of light coloured built development and static caravan parks facing the coast, are 

associated with movement such as cars, beach users and water sports activities and reduced 

levels of tranquility.   

 

5.33 Away from the coastline views are limited by extensive woodland areas, small copses and 

hedgerows and many comprise narrow sunken lanes which limit receptor opportunities to limited 

elevated open land where views are correspondingly more distant. 

 

5.34 Photographs of the site and surrounding area are contained within Figure 3 of the appendices 

whilst Plate 2. overleaf illustrates the wider site context. 
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Plate 2-The site context is highlighted above, April 2006 ©Google 

 

Landscape Character 

5.35 Natural Resources Wales (formerly CCW) have undertaken a landscape qualitative assessment for 

the whole of Wales entitled LANDMAP which includes the Anglesey and the AONB, in order to 

contribute to current and future landscape related policy and which is considered to have formed 

the baseline for the Councils Landscape related policy direction. 

5.36 LANDMAP is the name given to a computer based landscape assessment and decision making 

process originally devised by the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) and the Wales Landscape 

Partnership Group (which comprised the main local government bodies in Wales from local and 

central level) 

5.37 LANDMAP stands for Landscape Assessment and Decision Making Process, and is designed to 

assist decision making over a range of disciplines, e.g. development planning and development 

control, environmental enhancement, biodiversity, forestry and rural development etc.; there are 

five Evaluated Aspect layers which comprise the full set of LANDMAP information, these are:  
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Visual and Sensory: This aspect layer identifies those landscape qualities that are perceived 

through the senses. It deals with the individual physical attributes of landform and land cover, as 

well as their visual patterns of distribution and sensory characteristics, and the relationships 

between them in a particular area.  

Landscape Habitats: This aspect layer looks at the distribution of vegetation and habitats and the 

basis for landscape ecology.  

Cultural Landscape: This aspect layer considers the relationship that exists between people and 

places; how people have given meaning to places, how the landscape has shaped their actions 

and their actions have shaped the landscape.  

Geological Landscape: This aspect layer studies geology, geomorphology and hydrology.  

Historical Landscape: This aspect layer focuses on how archaeological and historical sites relate 

to each other and to the surrounding landscape. 

5.38 Using the Wales NRW LANDMAP data, the site falls within the   Visual and Sensory Aspect Area 

reference YNYSMNVS095, Pentraeth valleys Maritime, Lowland/Lowland valley/Open Lowland 

and valleys with a classification of “High”.   

The general description is as follows:  

 

‘’An area of gentle, enclosed, rolling agricultural farmland with hedges and pastures, between the A5025 

coast road and the coastline. The area includes a number of farms, houses and lanes. This area is most 

associated with its coastal setting. Rolling hills between Benllech and Red Wharf Bay village terminate 

abruptly in limestone cliffs and wooded embankments. Elsewhere land runs down to the salt marsh at the 

head of Red Wharf Bay, where the Afon Nodwydd emerges as a small, undeveloped, muddy estuary. The 

open seaward backdrop contrasts with an enclosing hill backdrop from nearby Llanddona and Pentraeth 

Forest areas. The coast forms a focus for houses and visitors. Although still retaining a rural character 

overall, Red Wharf Bay village modern flats and a caravan park by the headland challenge this. An isolated 

limestone cliff (the result of past quarrying) forms a distinctive, fortress-like landmark feature north of Red 

Wharf Bay village and forces the coast path inland’’. 

 
5.39 The proposed site area falls within the following Geological, Cultural, Landscape habitat and 

Historical LANDMAP Aspect Areas: 

 

Geological Aspect Area YNYSMNGL030 Benllech describing the area as   Lowland Escarpment. 

High evaluation 

Landscape Habitat Aspect Area YNYSMNLH115 Farmland S.W. of Benllech described as 

Improved grassland       Moderate evaluation 

Historical Landscape Character Aspect Area YNSMNHL016 Fieldscape, central eastern Mon 

described as  Irregular Fieldscapes Outstanding evaluation 

Cultural Landscape Aspect Area YNSMNCL020 Pentraeth, Traeth Coch   described as Other 

Institutions - Outstanding evaluation. 
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5.40 A copy of Visual and Sensory Aspect Area is included within the Appendices as Figure 5. 

          The site location 
Plate 3 LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Area extent YNYSMVS095 

    ©NRW (CCW) 

 

 

5.41 Landscape Policy for the island takes reference from the Anglesey Landscape Strategy a 

(Landscape character review) which was produced on behalf of IOACC in 1999 and updated in 

2011 to reflect Wales wide LANDMAP quality assurance adoption standards, whereby boundaries 

and overall assessment qualities were reviewed and the update published and the number of 

identified character areas increased from 15 to 18. 

 

5.42 The Landscape Character elements which define each character areas are set out along with the 

key issues arising from the LANDMAP ‘exercise’ review of each of the 5 LANDMAP topic areas and 

Seascapes in which they  abut, which lead to the definition and extent of the latest Anglesey 

Character Areas. 

 

5.43 The report and review of the areas also identified key design and management issues for each of 

the Character areas. 

 

5.44 The Holiday Park Application Site is located within Landscape Character Area 9 – Red Wharf Bay; 

copies of the character area boundary and Character Area description are reproduced overleaf. 

 

5.45 The Key Landscape management objectives for the Character area are indicted following and for 

Tourism related development include:; 

• Addressing Visual Impact through sensitive boundary treatments and 

enhanced landscaping 

• Any new developments should take into account the cumulative impact 

of development upon characteristics of the Character Areas; and have 

regard to the AONB Management Plan 
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The Holiday Park Application site location 

The 2011 Updated Anglesey Landscape Strategy 18no. Landscape Character Areas ©IOACC 

 

The 2011 Updated Anglesey Landscape Strategy Landscape Character Area 9 Red Wharf Bay illustrating 

the site location ©IOACC 
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LCA9 Red Wharf Bay 
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Designations 

 
5.46 The site and surrounding area is located within the Anglesey AONB which was designated in 1966 

and is predominantly a coastal designation.  

5.47 The AONB provides landscape protection to areas identified as AONB which were designated 

under Sections 87 and 88 of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949. These 

areas were designated by the former Countryside Council for Wales (NRW) where the primary 

purpose was the conservation and enhancement of natural beauty including flora, fauna, geology 

and landscape.  

5.48 The AONB is a national statutory landscape designation, which recognises that a particular 

landscape is of national importance where the primary purpose of the designation is to conserve 

and enhance natural beauty of the landscape and the Anglesey AONB seeks to. ‘’to conserve and 

encourage the natural beauty of the AONB’’ as detailed later in the chapter. 

5.49  The importance of AONBs was strengthened by the introduction of the Countryside and Rights 

of Way (CROW) Act 2000. Section 85 of the Act states: “In exercising or performing any functions 

in relation to, or so as to affect, land in an area of outstanding natural beauty, a relevant authority 

shall have regard to the purpose of conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the area of 

outstanding natural beauty.’ 

5.50 The site offers views across the bay to the landscape Aspect Areas - namely Mynydd Llwydiarth 

(Aspect Area Code YNSMNVS005) which provides a natural backdrop to the bay towards the south 

due to its topography and orientation but generally views of the proposed Application site are 

confined to the immediate area. 

 
Policies and Plans 

 

5.51 The Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Local Development Plan was adopted on 31 July 2017 and covers 

the Plan period of 2011 – 2026.    
 
5.52 With regard to Landscape Conservation the following policies relate to the proposed site; 

 

Policy PS 19 Conserving and where appropriate enhancing the Natural Environment of the LDP 

states:  

  The Councils will manage development so as to conserve and where appropriate enhance the 

Plan area’s distinctive natural environment, countryside and coastline, and proposals that have a 

significant adverse effect on them will be refused unless the need for and benefits of the 

development in that location clearly outweighs the value of the site or area and national policy 

protection for that site and area in question. When determining a planning application, 

consideration will need to be given to the following:- 

 

1. Safeguard the Plan area’s habitats and species, geology, history, the coastline and landscapes;  

2. Protect or where appropriate enhance sites of international, national, regional and local 

importance and, where appropriate, their settings in line with National Policy;  

3. Have appropriate regard to the relative significance of international, national or local 

designations in considering the weight to be attached to acknowledged interests, ensuring that 

any international or national responsibilities and obligations are fully met in accordance with 

National Policy;  

4. Protect or enhance biodiversity within the Plan area and enhance and/or restore networks of 

natural habitats in accordance with the Local Biodiversity Action Plans and Policy AMG 5;  

5. Protect or enhance biodiversity through networks of green/ blue infrastructure;  
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6. Safeguard internationally, nationally and locally protected species;   

 

7. Protect, retain or enhance the local character and distinctiveness of the individual Landscape 

Character Areas (in line with Policy AMG 2) and Seascape Character Areas (in line with Policy AMG 

4);  

8. Protect, retain or enhance trees, hedgerows or woodland of visual, ecological, historic cultural 

or amenity value. 
 

POLICY AMG 3: PROTECTING AND ENHANCING FEATURES AND QUALITIES THAT ARE 

DISTINCTIVE TO THE LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER  

Proposals that would have significant adverse impact upon landscape character as defined by the 

Landscape Character Areas included within the current Landscape Strategy for the relevant 

authority, must demonstrate through a landscape assessment how landscape character has 

influenced the design, scale, nature and site selection of the development. 

 
The Holiday Park Application Site 

 

 
Plate 4 - Extract from Anglesey and Gwynedd LDP- showing the proposed site planning context  

and Holiday Park Application location  © IOACC and Gwynedd Council. 

 

5.53 The site is located within the Anglesey Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and is 

therefore a nationally protected Landscape which is guided by the aims and policies of the 

Anglesey AONB Management Plan 2015-2020 (Management Plan Review) which are indicated 

below. 

 

5.54 The guiding statutory purpose of the AONB designation is ‘’to conserve and encourage the 

natural beauty of the AONB’’,  with particular regard to the Landscape; including its condition 

and means of interpretation and long term sustainability which includes the use and enjoyment 

of the landscape by residents and visitors both recreationally and commercially.  

 

5.55 The Vision for the future of the AONB is indicated below within an extract of the Management 

Plan: 
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5.56 In order to achieve the statutory aims of the AONB - the Management Plan is divided into several 

Themes (supported by individual Policies) as indicated below.  

 

5.57 Policy CCC (Enhancing Countryside and Coastal Character) is relevant to the Holiday Park 

Application Site proposals as its stated aim is as follows; 

 

’’The natural beauty, special qualities and distinctiveness of the landscape of the Isle of 

Anglesey AONB, including its natural, cultural and historic features, will be conserved  for 

the benefit of present and future generations’’ 

 

5.58 This  Policy aim will be achieved through several Management Objectives (and policies) listed as 

follows: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.59 The Planning statement accompanying the application provides further reference to the AONB 

policies. 

 

Site context and Landuse History 

 

5.60 It is understood that the Caravan Site was established in the 1950’s in the context of the reclaimed 

quarry and the site and St Davids Country Club was indicated within the 1:2500 Ordnance Survey 

Mapping dated 1974.  
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Road / Footpath / Bridleway Network 

 

5.61 The road network of the study area includes the A5025 which runs inland from the coastline in a 

generally north south direction linking Bangor and the mainland with Amlwch to the north. 

 

5.62 The A5025 has no visual relationship with the proposed site as it is segregated by dense 

established vegetation distance or topography, although intermittent views towards the open 

expanse of Red Wharf Bay are available albeit fleetingly and from circa 1km distant.     

 

5.63 Minor lanes lead from the A 5025 towards the coast as single track steep lanes, enclosed again by 

established hedgerows and sunken topography, which are busy during summer months when 

tourists and visitors are plentiful and the areas is well used.  

 

5.64 St Davids Holiday Park is not visible from either of these directions of travel as its scale and 

location are insignificant and obscured by vegetation, and topography and set within the existing 

caravan park even in winter months. 

5.65 The B5108 runs through Benllech some 1km to the north west of the site, and here views from 

the road are from within the built context of the town limited by built development and centred 

upon the village itself and its role as a regional tourism accommodation centre and local beach 

and local service destination. 

5.66 Public Footpaths in the study area are limited, and follow historic routes to the coastline following 

lower topography to former lanes; and again views from these are limited by vegetation and the 

low lying topography. 

5.67 The Wales Coastal Path follow the coastline to the north and south west of the site along the 

shoreline of Red Wharf Bay, with a section running through the existing caravan site along the 

existing access road and onwards north towards Benllech to the rear of the existing Leisure 

complex and restaurant, and to the south towards Red Wharf Bay along the eastern site boundary 

where views of the existing caravan park and evident in close proximity. 

 

5.68 This national long distance route provides distant views of Castell Mawr (Castle Rock) from both 

directions of approach but again views of the proposed site are obscured even in winter months 

by the presence of existing caravan and chalet development and existing vegetation as well as 

juxtaposition and the relative small scale of the proposed site. 

 

5.69 At times of low tide the beach is well used in good weather as a circular walk or alternative coastal 

path route whereby walkers can enjoy following the coastline and stream leading from Red Wharf 

Bay out to sea generally following drier sand levels some 100m distant from the high water mark 

or following the low tide mark which stretches out over 2km distant in optimum tidal conditions. 

 

5.70 Figure 4 of the Appendices indicates the route of this footpath as well as the road and wider 

footpath network. There are no affected bridleways within the study area.  

 

Existing Vegetation  
 

5.71 Vegetation immediately surrounding the proposed site is characteristic coastal scrub, to seaward 

facing slopes, on a thin soil substrate resulting from the sites former quarrying history, although 

inland surrounding the site the extensive ornamental vegetation of the caravan park, and the 

natural woodland on steep slopes rising westwards contain views and provide an established 

setting for the park. 

 

5.72 Woodland species include Ash, Sycamore, Holly Elder Blackthorn and where glades occur there 

are ferns and Bryophytes evident, the woodland species and its associated habitat are detailed 
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within the ecological survey provided separately 

 

5.73 Within the proposed Application site extent, vegetation is limited by intensive mowing, providing 

short grass camping and touring amenity, with coastal scrub developing on the fringes of the site 

facing the sea which are presently trimmed to provide seaward views for the seasonal camping 

and caravan pitches, and which comprise the following species; Blackthorn, Burnet Roses, 

Hawthorn and occasional low windblown Sycamore, Elder and Rowan. 

 

5.74 The existing hedgerows along the site access road and between the caravan park zones, comprise 

Beech whilst ornamental species such as Photinia, Laurel, Hydrangeas and Roses form abundant 

decorative landscape areas providing a setting into which the existing chalets and caravans are 

absorbed.  

 

5.75 Beyond the immediate site vegetation there is a strong belt of deciduous woodland following 

along the natural coastal cliff topography throughout the study area; located above the site and 

following contiguous with  the coast it support Red Squirrel and comprises Ash, Sycamore and 

Oak woodland as detailed within the separate Ecological report provided.  

 

5.76 The client and park owner has confirmed that none of the trees along the site boundaries or within 

the site itself are subject to a Tree Preservation Order (TPO), although those at the base of Castle 

Rock and on the rock are protected and will be retained and hence will continue to screen the  

existing and proposed site.  
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6.0      Landscape Assessment 6.0      Landscape Assessment 6.0      Landscape Assessment 6.0      Landscape Assessment  
 

6.1 This assessment draws upon a review of the predicted landscape effects of the development the 

landscape fabric of the site and the characteristics of the LANDMAP Aspect Area in addition to 

the purposes of the landscape designation visibility analysis and fieldwork observation detailed 

within Section 4 and assesses impact upon the following: 

 

• Landscape Fabric 

• Landscape character 

• Purpose of Landscape designation where applicable 

 

6.2 The Landscape Assessment reflects the sites Landscape quality and Landscape value which is then 

is considered wholly to provide an assessment upon the Sensitivity of the landscape and the 

predicted Magnitude of Change and overall Assessment of Effect. 

 

6.3 The Holiday Park application site already exists as a lawful touring and camping site and forms 

part of a much larger distinct identifiable land use as an established holiday and Leisure 

development with a developed and evident leisure activity character and appearance, associated 

with regular activity levels, a prominent location raised above the beach foreshore within the 

AONB and therefore having a Medium sensitivity and Low Magnitude of Change. 

 

6.4 Whilst the Red Wharf Bay coastline is regarded as outstanding in landscape terms as a designated 

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) - the area of the existing St Davids Holiday Park 

(including the proposed Holiday Park Application site) is Ordinary- primarily as it is a developed 

apparent landscape - exhibiting less natural landscape cohesion, with introduced albeit abundant 

ornamental vegetation, roads and facilities, as evident built development comprising; 

 

• Existing lodges and caravans Motorhomes and tents over a large area   

• Large scale Leisure and Spa Buildings 

• An associated Reception Building and restaurant,  

• A large Toilet and Shower Block Building  

• Car and boat parking areas for site users and members of the public 

Associated activity of vehicles and users and public access, 

 

Therefore the landscape of the proposed site is considered more tolerant to change particularly 

when the proposed content includes elements and land use of a similar form and appearance to 

that which exists at present, is regarded as being of small scale in extent and largely inconspicuous 

and hence of limited landscape change. 

  

6.5 The appearance of the Holiday Park Application Site is of very small scale when viewed in context 

with the wider St Davids Holiday Park and much larger and dominant caravan sites at nearby 

Benllech which have limited landscape integration or absorption capacity appear as a prominent 

and distracting feature in the wider landscape context. 

 

6.6 The proposed Holiday Park Application site and wider existing St Davids Holiday Park exhibits an 

area of  evident human activity, movement and noise when is use,  and therefore a corresponding 

loss of tranquility which also includes winter months when the existing site, restaurant, Leisure 

buildings, Children’s Play Area and car parks are used throughout the year. 

 

6.7 During the period 14th March to 14th September the Proposed Holiday Park Application site area 

and wider promontory are occupied over their full extent – from areas immediately overlooking 

the beach and boat park taking advantage of the available elevated views of Red Wharf Bay and 

the beach foreshore to the southern site area nearer to Castle Rock which is lower and naturally 
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enclosed by vegetation and topography. 

 

6.8 The Holiday Park Application Site whilst of a shorter occupied period includes areas of random 

scattered car parking, associated brightly coloured awnings, and areas of potential activity such 

as Barbeques and football games in areas immediately overlooking the beach foreshore on an 

elevated promontory and on the skyline for sensitive beach receptors.   

 

6.7 The LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Landscape Assessment lists the area as High Value and an 

Lowland, Lowland Valleys and Open Lowland Valley Classification (refer to Figure 5 of the 

Appendices for detail) and the overall landscape sensitivity is considered to be High as a result of 

the AONB designation which includes the entire St Davids Park and Application site. 

 

6.8 However the magnitude of change from the existing use of seasonal touring caravans to static 

caravans is considered to be negligible as it causes negligible loss or alteration to elements 

features and characteristics of the baseline landscape or visual condition such that there is no 

legible change. 

 

6.9 This is as the proposed Holiday Park Application site layout is limited in extent to a small areas 

and taking advantage of lower topographical levels to assist is limiting visual impact which 

together with proposed natural soft landscape planting, management and varied maintenance 

regimes will further absorb the proposal within the body of the surrounding St Davids Park Site 

character. 

 

6.10 The removal of the large scale Toilet and Shower Block and prominent units from the open 

promontory and cliff edge is a benefit and the proposed static units within the Application site   

therefore results in an imperceptible change in landscape characteristics over a very localised 

area of the immediate landscape character, resulting in no direct change to landscape 

components/character.) and hence an overall predicted Neutral Effect. 

 

6.11 In addition to the above, the continued use of adjacent areas surrounding the Holiday Park 

Application site throughout the year further consolidates the landscape character as Holiday Park 

character even outside the periods of current seasonal occupation. 

 

Construction Phase 

 

6.12 There will be no permanent adverse Effects upon landscape fabric and character during the 

construction phase as a result of the replacement of touring caravans with static caravans and the 

operations to reduce and adjust site levels - the Overall Effect is considered to be Neutral.  

 

6.13 Any increased activity noise and movement within the areas during construction would be for a 

period of approximately 6 months, during the winter period and would lead to a temporary 

impact upon tranquility for identified receptors, however this would be short term and 

temporary.  

  

6.14 It is understood that no altered lighting impact and the delivery installation of the 12no. Static 

caravans would be the main feature of landscape visual disruption. 

 

6.15 As the Holiday Park application area is already developed for caravan occupation with limited and 

specifically managed natural landscape features there would be a temporary change of grassland 

extent as a result of site access working areas etc, but overall a longer term improvement as a 

reduced managed site extent and with enhanced natural landscape features such as new 

calcareous grassland, and native coastal vegetation which is allowed to grow to in its natural form 

(rather than being manicured to retain views) – it will be allowed to develop within the context 
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of the AONB aim of conserving the’’The natural beauty, special qualities and distinctiveness of the 

landscape’’  reducing noice and activity to a distince limited area andcontributing to all year round 

visual and physical appropriate improvement. 

 

6.16 It is envisaged that the existing  trees bordering the sites southern boundary and surrounding 

Castle Rock  will be retained as part of the overall development proposals as will the existing 

foreshore boundary vegetation and existing scrub areas between the Boat Park and the Holiday 

Park Application site through proactive management allowing their natural heights and forms to 

evolve.  

 

6.17 Likewise there would be extensive additional mitigation planting and a reduced development 

footprint and less dense caravan layout resulting in a more open appearance increased natural 

and ornamental planting amongst and between units as part of the new development proposal 

assisting in further natural screening, dilution and landscape absorption of the proposal. 

 

Operational Phase 
Table 1 - SUMMARY OF LANDSCAPE EFFEC TS 

6.18 The operational phase of the site after completion of construction is predicted to improve further 

as mitigation planting matures, and as a result of the reduced operational site area and numbers, 

the lower less visible site topography levels, reduced levels of potential disturbance and reduced 

levels of  activity/movement which are predicted to be less than in current operational periods 

when the arrival and departure of transient motorhomes, touring caravans and tents can occur 

on a daily basis.  

 

6.19 The development proposals are indicated to contain less vehicular movement and within the core 

of the development traffic movement will be largely screened from identified and elevated 

receptors by virtue of the layout which aims to screen car parking behind the units, from limited 

existing identified views and hence avoid further potential impact upon character through activity 

which will in turn assist in improving tranquility levels in line with the aims of the Anglesey AONB 

Management Plan . 

 

6.20 The elements most likely to improve the existing landscape character are a decrease in density of 

units, a smaller operational footprint and increased soft landscape mitigation to assimilate the 

development into the area and to reduce perceived massing - from both the elevated Coastal 

Path route through St. Davids Holiday Park and the alternative beach routes. 

 

6.21 Retained existing trees, existing surrounding Holiday Park development and the reduced site 

levels and natural topography all assist in limiting further landscape (and visual) impact, and the 

development will significantly reduce its current extent from 2.7ha. to 0.9ha. furthermore existing 

and proposed tree and hedge planting proposed between the site and main receptors will only 

increase in number and stature in the future and thereby provide additional effective natural 

screening.  

 

6.22 The scale of the proposed development is very small within the overall 360° view available and is 

well contained; further mitigation and proposed boundary strengthening will assist further and 

hence potential Effects are lessened to immediate areas only and will not affect the wider 

character area or closest character areas which are too distant to be affected. 

 

6.23 Although the proposed site is within the AONB its appearance is already considered to be 

developed as part of the existing park and therefore able to be successfully absorbed due to its 

predicted Low Magnitude of Change, which together with the wider proposed landscape 

ecological and tranquility improvements proposed will consolidate and supplement the natural 

landscape fabric and characteristics of the LANDMAP character area. . 
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6.24 Planning Policy Wales (PPW) - Para 4.7.8 PPW advises that all new development should respect 

the character of the surrounding area and should be of an appropriate scale and design and it is 

considered that the proposals reflect this. 

 

6.25 Overall therefore it is considered that the Holiday Park Application scheme would result in a 

Negligible Adverse Effect upon Landscape Character but when considered together with 

landscape mitigation proposals there would be a Slight Beneficial Effect as an overall predicted 

improvement in the existing landscape, addition of key landscape characteristics features and 

elements that contribute to the wider landscape character area.  
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7.0      Visual Assessment 7.0      Visual Assessment 7.0      Visual Assessment 7.0      Visual Assessment  

    
7.1 For the purposes of the assessment the predicted change in views have been examined and 

effects upon visual amenity have been identified for the Operational Phase as follows. 

 

7.2 The visual influence of the Holiday Park Application site is very limited to immediate areas only 

and high sensitivity receptors passing the site as visitors or tourists, who currently enjoy expansive 

and long distant views from the coastline or coastal path where topography permits and these 

are limited in opportunity.  

 

7.3 The development site is also located within the Anglesey Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty a 

National landscape designation.(AONB) where views and landscape character changes are of  

great importance and often sensitive to change. 

 

7.4 Whilst the prominence of the existing seasonal touring caravans/motorhomes and tents are of a 

lesser duration than the proposed static caravans – their location and appearance elevated on 

the periphery of the St Davids Holiday Park overlooking the beach result in greater visual impact 

for their duration than that predicted for the location of the proposed static caravans at a lower 

AOD and reduced site extent screened by native planting and added mitigation planting forming 

part of the overall application content. 

 

7.5 The proposed development will not create any new receptors as a result of its implementation, 

and existing receptors will not readily perceive the proposed development alteration as its 

content is virtually identical to that which exists at present and will not be a new or expanded 

feature but a reduced extent and enclosed layout. 

 

7.6 The planting proposed as part of the scheme will increase the absorption and screening of the 

proposed Holiday Park application site which is already contained by existing levels, development 

and vegetation; this will be further screened by the proposed localised level reduction and 

internal as well as structural planting. 

 

7.7 The provision of static units to replace the existing touring units provides the opportunity for a 

less dense layout of vans - with increased opportunity for areas of tree and shrub planting 

between them aimed at reducing their overall mass and reducing potential reflectivity 

 

7.8  This will be of benefit for the very localised and limited identified receptor viewpoints although 

it is recognised the static caravans will be present (but not occupied) for 12 months of the year 

the inherent character of the site for 12 months of the year is caravan park and the majority of 

receptors currently view the site as part of the wider St Davids Holiday Park setting and not as the 

Holiday Park Application site area in isolation. 

 

7.9 The opportunity to experience  close up detailed views are limited  by existing vegetation and this 

is to be increased as part of the overall Application scheme content with increased coastal scrub 

planting, planting of adjoining St Davids Park Areas such as the Boat and Car Park and children 

Play area which will benefit all receptors as currently receptors experience a view of the wider St 

Davids Leisure Park in winter months when the Statics caravans and lodges are not occupied but 

the restaurant and car park areas are in use, and the wider site is still visually evident.    

 

7.10 There is predicted to be a decrease in regular activity during the operational months as the daily 

movement of touring caravans and their awnings, and motorhomes is removed and replaced with 

static units and this will assist the AONB objective of increased tranquility levels. 

 

7.11 During the Construction Phase- the site works and temporary access, reduced level earth moving, 
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site and unit deliveries in addition to traffic site movement will be discordant and may include 

temporary traffic management measures during deliveries which are an increased opportunity to 

observe change albeit from limited vantage points. 

 

7.12 Overall it is considered that despite being a sensitive landscape with receptors of high sensitivity 

the magnitude of change is considered to be negligible for identified receptors resulting in a 

Neutral Visual Effect as the relative distance of receptors diminishes potential impact, and the 

development will not be viewed against the skyline, is of reduced scale and the site context 

remains unchanged as Holiday Park.  

  

7.13 A viewpoint analysis is included within the Appendices. 
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8.0      Summary and 8.0      Summary and 8.0      Summary and 8.0      Summary and ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

 

8.1 The assessment has examined the likely Effects of the proposed Static Caravan development upon 

the Landscape and Visual amenity of the site and its surrounding context and recognises the 

proposal seeks to replace the existing consent for Touring Caravans on the site and the visual and 

landscape contribution they already exert as a baseline condition.  

 

8.2 The assessment concurs with Natural Resources Wales LANDMAP Landscape Character 

Assessment which concludes that the landscape character of the area is classed as rural and the 

Anglesey Character Assessment area recognises the presence of existing caravan parks within the 

character area.   

 

8.3 The visibility of both the existing development and the proposed development have been verified 

and assessed by site observation and baseline survey in conditions of good visibility and clear 

conditions, and take into account mitigation measures proposed as part of the overall design 

proposal which seek to reinforce the character of the Anglesey AONB and identified landscape 

Character area as appropriate mitigation. 

 

8.4 The scale of the Holiday Park Application site is significantly less than the existing permitted 

touring park extent and forms a very small area within the wider landscape panorama which 

additionally has been assessed as having a very limited zone of theoretical visibility due to its 

location and integral design mitigation. 

 

8.5 The St Davids Holiday Park Application site forms a very small existing component of a much wider 

and expansive view where the majority of potential receptors are distant (over 1km and up to 

4km distant) and where atmospheric and weather conditions begin to reduce visibility. 

 

8.6 The St Davids Holiday Park Application site is viewed as part of the existing identified caravan park  

within the immediate setting and identifiable character of the existing St Davids Holiday Park and 

hence the context reduces overall potential change and assists in absorbing the proposal content. 

 

8.7 It is anticipated that the proposed development will not be readily apparent or represent 

increased magnitude; indeed the mitigation measures will seek to absorb the proposed 

development further through planting and a less dense, organic form and reduced site extent and 

in a significantly less prominent location than the Existing Touring Park extent which spills on the 

promontory skyline overlooking and visible to  the majority of Highly sensitive receptors located 

on the beach and foreshore   

 

8.8 The visual assessment confirms that although a moderate number of receptors of High Sensitivity 

would be affected, they would be unlikely to appreciate the subtleties of the changed 

development layout or content of negligible magnitude, or in sufficient detail to experience a 

change in their overall view content or quality. 

 

8.7 Indeed it is possible and could be demonstrated that the reduced activity and permanent nature 

associated with static units in an enclosed area - as opposed to touring units shifts in prominent 

site locations (albeit for a longer period of occupancy) would be a lesser distraction or landscape 

detractor than currently exists, and additionally provides the opportunity for greater and 

permanent soft landscape integration. 

 

8.8 GVLIA3 advises that a key assessment skill “is with assessing how the surroundings of individuals 

or groups of people may be specifically affected by changes in the context and character of views 

as a result of the change or loss of existing elements of the landscape and/or introduction of new 

elements.” and it is considered that there will be no new or changes elements in the landscape 
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which do not exist already and that the scale will be reduced with the character of the majority 

of views  remaining unaltered- although some identified views will be improved through the wider 

landscape mitigation measures advocated. 

 

8.9          Whilst the occupation of the touring pitch area may be considered as a seasonal effect influence 

only (ie during periods of operation)– the identified context and character of the existing  and 

wider St Davids Holiday Park site is visible and evidently holiday park in character even in 

unoccupied months for all  identified receptors. 

 

8.10       This is as the surrounding context and content of the wider park remains visible for all receptors 

including those able to view the unoccupied touring park area in winter months, and whereby the 

proposed planting works will assist in reducing views of the existing static park, thereby providing 

a positive benefit to those experiencing the AONB. 

 

8.11       As there will be a Neutral Effect upon landscape fabric and slight beneficial effect upon overall 

landscape character and the proposed design and mitigation measures are predicted to reduce 

Visual Impact , it is considered that overall there will be a slight beneficial Landscape and Visual 

Effect, as although the landscape is protected,  the proposals reduce the scale of development 

footprint, increase potential tranquillity, complement the landform and pattern of the existing 

landscape in which it is located, and incorporate mitigation measures that contribute to the wider 

AONB landscape features and character area thereby meeting the AONB objective of ‘’conserving 

and encouraging the natural beauty of the AONB’’ . 
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